
ACTIVITY 01
OBSERVATION Vs MEMORY

Tutor: Becca May Collins



For this activity for will need:

ü 14 sheets of paper 

ü At least 1 dry drawing implement (e.g. a pencil)

ü a rubber

ü a piece of material, preferably a flat, plain colour (e.g. a black scarf)

ü a selection of objects to create a still life, please refer to:
How to set up a good still-life



How to set up a good Still-Life

The set-up of your still-life will make the world of difference to your 
sustained interest in your drawing!

Still-life Checklist:
- have something tall, medium and short. Use books to add height.
- have something smooth, and something rough.
- have something solid and hard, and something soft and billowing.
- have something with a pattern, against something that is plain.
- overlap your objects, use a flowing material to connect objects.

These household objects make for good still-life:
plants, food, vegetables, fruits, ornaments that have 
interesting shapes and patterns, bunched up scarves,
cups/mugs, plates, and cutlery.

Try to avoid things that are too simple or graphic
(e.g. your mobile phone, a lone drinks can).

This is a good example; there is a 
variation in height, several different 
textures and patterns, and a lamp has 
been used to increase the contrast in the 
lighting.



ARTIST REFERENCE

Clara Peeters

Still Life with Cheeses,

Almonds and Pretzels

Oil on panel

1615



The objectives for this activity are:

• Explore how observational drawing 
can aid your visual memory

• Experiment with drawing from 
memory

• Evaluate how different approaches to 
drawing change your record of the 
subjects you draw

The outcomes for the activity will be:

• 12 fast drawings  (30 seconds/1 minute) 
from observation and memory

• 3  longer drawings (15 – 30 minute) from 
observation and memory



For next 3 tasks, you will be drawing your still-life from 
observation. 

This means that you must try your best to draw what you see. 
There are a few rules we can follow to make sure that we are 
looking and observing well:

- sit back from your paper, make sure you can see your page and 
your still-life without having to move your head. 

- use the 70:30 ratio; your eyes should be looking at the still-life for 
70% of the time, and at your paper for 30% of the time. 



Task 1: 
5 x 30 second ‘continuous line’ drawings. 

This means that your drawing implement 
should never lift from the page from when 
you begin drawing. 

Tips: Try keeping your eyes only on the still-life, this will 
help you relax into ‘observing’ your objects. If you’ve done 
this before, try using both hands to draw at the same time. 

For a demonstration of Task 1, watch the video – Continuous Line



Task 2:
5 x 1 minute drawings.

Rules: you must draw the entire still-life 
set up.

Tips: Try drawing the outline of the whole object first - just the 
edges that touch the air, to ensure that you get the whole 
object down in 1 minute! 

. 



ARTIST REFERENCES

Jonas Wood

TAPE Still Life

Oil on canvas

2008



Task 3: 
1 x 30 minute drawing.

Rules: you must draw continuously for the 
full 30 minutes. 

Tips: Try making the slowest lines and marks as you can -
literally drawing slower. 



For the next 2 tasks, you will be drawing your 
still-life from memory, informed by a 
reference. 

This means that you won’t be able to observe 
your still-life, but you can access reduced 
information about your objects to help. 

Please cover your still-life with your piece of 
material, draping it over objects gently so 
nothing is damaged, and so that the material 
follows the general shapes of each object. 
Tuck the material gently into gaps and 
crevices. 



KEY VOCABULARY

• Tone

is one of the core formal elements in art. 
Sometimes we use the phrase value 
or tonal value, though shade can be used 
as well. No matter what you call it, they 
all mean the same thing: the lightness or 
darkness of a colour.

• Mid- tone 

for good balance in a drawing artists 
show both strong and moderate 
contrasts between light, medium and 
dark values. A mid-tone is in the ‘middle’ 
of the spectrum of light and dark.

Can you find a mid-tone in this work by Charlie Masson?

Into the Night
2012



Task 4: 
1 x 5 minute line drawing of your still-life covered 
by the material.

1 x 5 minute tonal drawing of your still-life 
covered by the material. 

Rules: you must draw all of your still-life set-up. 

Tips: Use the side of your pencil/charcoal to mix up the 
mark-making, and cover more paper in a shorter amount of 
time. If you’ve done this before, challenge yourself by using a 
tissue to soften the tones. 



Task 5: 
2 x 15 minute drawings of your still-life, not covered by 
the material, from memory. 

Please draw these on top of your drawings from earlier, 
using what’s on the page to trigger your memories. 

Rules: you must leave your still-life covered. 

Tips: remember to use your rubber to take away media too, 
to add highlights and change things as you remember more. 
If you’ve done this before, challenge yourself by using more 
shades of mid- tone. 



REFLECTION
For 10 minutes reflect on all of the tasks you have completed in this activity. You can talk 
through your outcomes with someone who’s done the session with you at home, with a 
friend who wants to listen, or, you can write it down. To help you think about how you have 
met the objectives of the activity consider:

• What did you notice about the still-life when you were making the quick drawings?

• What more did you learn about the still-life when making the longer drawings?

• How much did you manage to remember about your objects?

• What was especially easy/hard to remember about the objects?

• How did the information from the material-draped over the objects help you remember?


